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DNA
National Youth Theatre Rehearsal
Rooms
6—24 June
Director – Sean Hollands
Amongst the darkness of an unnamed
wood, a lawless gang are trying to bury
a dark secret. The group need someone
to take charge, but who can they trust?
Who do they follow? While lies spiral and
tension mounts, everyday adolescence
twists and turns into an anarchic game of
survival. This West End revival will see the
National Youth Theatre bring to life Dennis
Kelly’s moral tug of war between actions
and their consequences.

Backstage Members
Director – Sean Hollands
Movement Director – Rachel Hosker
Company Stage Manager –
Vanessa Sutherland
Production Manager – Jacqui George
NYT Head of Costume – Helena Bonner
Music Director and Sound Designer –
Felix Mackenzie-Barrow
Designer – Laura Fontana
Design Assistant – Lotte Brignall
Design Assistant – Nicola Bradley
Assistant Stage Manager – Roni Neale
Assistant Stage Manager – Juliet Hague

Sean Hollands
2O16 Bryan Forbes NYT REP
Assistant Director Bursary Recipient
This bursary was established in 2O13
following the death of our late great
former President Bryan Forbes CBE. The
bursary, now in its third year, offers an
emerging director from the National
Youth Theatre company a £1O,OOO
bursary, a year of mentoring by a leading
director and the chance to assistant
direct and direct productions in the West
End with our REP Company. We’re thrilled
that this year’s mentor is Dominic Cooke
and that Sean will be directing DNA and
assistant directing Romeo and Juliet and
Pigeon English.
We’re delighted to confirm that following
a generous donation from Emma Forbes
we will continue to offer this unique
opportunity for two more years.
If you’d like to make a donation in
memory of Bryan or find out more go to:
www.nyt.org.uk/bryanforbesbursary
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Cast
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Katya Morrison
Leah

Cudjoe Asare
Phil

Joseph Payne
Danny

Emily Thane
Lou

Sylvie Briggs
Cathy

Patrick Riley
Mark

Tim Chapman
Richard

Emer Heatley
Jan

Bryher Flanders
Jo Tate

Katherine Humphrey
Bryony

Hannah Farnhill
Amy
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We Are Proud of Our Young
A nation strives and struggles to find
a new identity and place in the world.
Hundreds of young people unite to
celebrate sixty years of the world’s first
youth theatre and one of our members
suffers racial hatred on our streets in
2O16. There is work to be done.
But the solution is clear: a vital force in
youth arts opportunity, the NYT at 6O
has nurtured and supported thousands
of young talented voices encouraging
empathy, cohesion and communication
in all its participants. These three
important qualities were all too lacking
in our supposed role models as they took
to the political stage earlier this year.
It’s a living travesty that is in danger of
alienating a generation and reversing
the valuable work all arts communities
stand by.

We reach out to those with no life-line, no
confidence, and no hope. We also reach
out to those who believe they are sitting
comfortably in a world of opportunity
but encourage them to go beyond their
perceived comfort zone. The magnetic
result is a creative powerhouse which
celebrates the nation’s diversity and
ever evolving cultural heritage with
some of the most relevant work on offer
for young people today. We create a
company of young voices that mixes the
demographic of privilege and poverty,
with the character of vulnerability and
verve, and in doing so we all learn the
best lessons from the best of each other.

I am immensely proud to be
championing this life changing charity in
its sixtieth year, which has encouraged
those on the fringes of society to speak
up and play their part to theatrical
Against all odds of too little government
applause. We should and must be proud
funding, and an increasingly expensive
of our young, and be equally proud
education system, the National Youth
of their futures. But surely the growing
Theatre is strong and proud of its identity question for us all now is will they still be
in celebrating the mis-fit and banning the proud of us? Investing in our company
bland. Whilst offering many their first job
and our shared values is a good way to
in our growing creative economy, we also start.
believe in a second chance for those less
fortunate in their first.
Paul Roseby
Artistic Director and Chief Executive
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Introduction
The National Youth Theatre of Great
Britain is a world-leading youth arts
organisation. We were established in
1956 as the first youth theatre in the world
and have performed critically acclaimed
productions over the past 6O years.
Our approach is unique because we
believe that the best place for young
performers to learn is in front of an
audience. Our ensemble ethos means
young people working with us learn
as much about themselves as they do
about acting and how to relate to an
audience. Whilst some go on to be great
actors, many others go on to be great
lawyers, journalists, doctors, teachers,
entrepreneurs and CEOs. What they all
have in common is that they stand out
from the crowd.

We showcase young talent on West End
stages, in stadiums worldwide and at
iconic sites both at home and abroad.
We commission brave and relevant new
writing and reinterpret classic stories of
our time.
The National Youth Theatre owe a great
deal to fantastic teachers around the
country. Every year teachers bring
groups to see our productions or
encourage their pupils to be a part of the
organisation by championing our work
and sharing our ambitions to deliver lifechanging opportunities to young people.
Thank you.

As someone who went to university
so couldn’t afford Drama School fees,
it was invaluable.
Temi Wilkey, 2O14 REP Company
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Amy
Amy is the innocent victim of bullying
and eventual murder in the play. There
is a suggestion that he is from a lower
social class. His character suggests
both a Christian religious allegory and a
primitive sacrifice.
Bryony
Bryony is an emotionally sensitive and
relatively innocent boy. He is the least
willing character to lie and the one
who is most coerced and bullied into
doing so. He suffers severe physiological
disturbances because he has lied and
eventually becomes delusional.
Cathy
Cathy takes pleasure in violence. She
plants the DNA evidence that frames the
postman and finds Amy in the woods.
She is cold and callous, showing no signs
of guilt for the lives the group take or
wreck. Phil turns to Cathy to carry out the
murder of Amy. By the end of play Cathy
is ‘running things’.
Danny
Danny is the most academic of the gang
and has ambitions to be a dentist. Danny
has a self-serving agenda, ‘How am I
gonna get references?’, and ‘Dentists
don’t get mixed up in stuff like this.’ he
wines. Danny is ultimately a passive
member of the group who will do as he is
told by the leader.
Jan and Mark
Jan and Mark are always seen together.
They open each section of DNA and work
like a chorus in an ancient Greek drama.
They convey the cruelty of the taunting
of Amy. They inform us of the feral, brutal
and pack-like behaviour of which the
teenage gang is capable of.
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Jo Tate
Jo Tate is an important contrast to
Phil, and his leadership wanes as Phil’s
becomes more powerful. The frequent
false starts and hesitations in his speech
suggests insecurity and from the start of
the play he has to remind others of his
authority. His vocabulary suggests he
is from a more privileged background.
Jo Tate states that he finds the events
stressful and eventually disappears from
the play. We hear that ‘He won’t come out
of his room’, and ‘He’s joined the Jesus
Army’ suggesting he has made
an escape from the dreadful events.
Leah
Leah’s character acts as the group’s
conscience asking questions about the
morality of the group’s behaviour, “What
have we done Phil?”. Both talkative
and curious Leah seems driven to ask
questions, about herself, about animals
and humans, and about the world. Leah
speculates on the qualities of chimps
and bonobos, and the position of human
kind in the universe. She concludes that
humans are the ‘anomaly’, she is ‘scared’
and ‘ashamed’ of the ‘brutal terror’ that
people are living with.
Leah is loyal and generous and has an
instinct to defend Phil by claiming joint
responsibility. Leah does not participate
in any of the bullying or cruelty directly
but in spite of her ability to think
intelligently she is very much part of the
group, often looking up to Phil. It isn’t
until late in the play that she loses his
influence. Leah is a deeply sympathetic
character, partly because of her humility
and thoughtfulness, but also because
of the personal struggle she undergoes
during the play.

Lou
Lou’s character establishes a tone
of apprehension and fatalism. Her
continuous references to the trouble the
gang are in keep the tension level high.
In particular her repeated line, ‘we’re
screwed’, becomes a darkly comic
catchphrase. She is quick to blame
others calling, for example, Mark a ‘dick’
for framing the postman. Lacking a moral
compass she is quick to blame others,
she tends to be fickle, and follows the
decisions of others.
Phil
In her review in The Times, Libby Purves
refers to Phil as a ‘psychopathic
ringleader’. Implying that some sort of
mental imbalance lies behind his criminal
behaviour. Phil is most often seen away
from the group with Leah. Enigmatic and
silent he is often seen eating or drinking
some kind of junk food or snack. Although
he says he is ‘making it up’ as he goes
along, Phil’s plan to cover up Amy’s
disappearance reveals his breathtaking
capacity to think ahead.

Richard
Richard has a relatively high status within
the group. He doesn’t back down to Jo
Tate ‘You shouldn’t threaten me John’.
In spite of this he is willing to accept
Phil’s authority. He twice takes Bryony
off to fulfill Phil’s orders. When things
go wrong Richard becomes helpless,
worried about going to prison, and
needs Phil to suggest a way forward. By
the end of the play Richard has taken
the place of Leah hankering for Phil’s
attention. Like Leah, Richard brings news
of the other characters and opens wider
perspectives, giving an invitation to stand
back and reflect on human behaviour.

Phil is an extreme pragmatist, reacting
and responding to events when it is
needed, but otherwise choosing to
remain impassive. Phil is a fatalist and
sees everything as inevitable, and
humans as powerless. He shrugs in
answer to the question, ‘How do you
feel?’, almost as if he has no feelings
at all, or certainly does not feel it is
worthwhile voicing them. By the end
of the play Phil spends his time ‘staring
at nothing’. He has distanced himself
from the group, and is unresponsive to
Richard’s plea, ‘Come back to us’. More
uncommunicative than ever, Phil seems
deeply unhappy locked into the silence
of isolation.
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Plot Summary
One
Dennis Kelly opens the play in a street.
The tense dialogue between Jan and
Mark immediately informs us of a
dramatic and deadly situation. A death
is revealed but the details around the
incident remain a mystery.

capacity for empathy Leah attempts to
strangle herself.

Two
As with the first, Kelly opens the second
section with Jan and Mark in a street.
Like the opening scene it is a tense short
Kelly quickly changes the setting to a
scene introducing a complication into
field where we are introduced to Phil and the action, ‘He’s not going’. The audience
Leah. Phil eats an ice cream throughout
is left wondering to whom and what
the whole scene and says nothing. Leah
Mark’s comment refers.
speaks of the ‘brutal terror’ that everyone
is living in. When Jan and Mark arrive at
The second scene continues the pattern
the end of the scene Mark announces.
of structural repetitions. Leah speaks to
‘We need to talk to you’. Leah’s response a silent junk-food eating Phil, she reveals
‘Oh, shit’ heightens the sense that
the group have been carrying out Phil’s
something very serious is wrong.
instructions. Again, Jan and Mark appear
at the end of the scene. Jan announces
The third scene is substantially longer
‘We need to talk’, suspense grows over
and involves the whole cast except Amy.
what has gone wrong.
The whole scene is structured around
what has happened to him. Jo Tate exerts In the second of Kelly’s three ensemble
his authority on the other teenagers,
woodland scenes, Lou and Danny bring
impressing on them the need for silence. Leah and a muffin-eating Phil the news
After Richard arrives with the ‘grinning’
that the man who supposedly killed Amy
Cathy and the tearful Bryony, Jo Tate
has been found. The group is faced
forces the friends to acknowledge his
with the dilemma of whether to speak or
leadership. We finally hear what has
keep silent. Richard and Cathy enter and
happened to Amy when the arrival of
reveal they have faked DNA evidence to
Jan, Mark, Phil and Leah leads to a
link a postman to Amy’s disappearance.
chilling description from Mark of Amy’s
Jan and Mark arrive with Bryony who
apparently fatal fall. Phil speaks for the
is refusing to identify the postman. In a
first time in the play issuing instructions for reprise of the action in the first scene
an elaborate plan to fake DNA evidence Phil’s words suggest a solution. Phil
to divert suspicion from their own
threatens Bryony stating that unless he
involvement in Amy’s death.
goes to the police he will join Amy at the
bottom of the shaft. Bryony agrees to
The final scene of this first section of the
identify the postman. All the teenagers
play returns to the field for the second of choose or are forced to become
Leah and Phil’s duologues. Leah muses
complicit in the cover-up.
on the difference in behaviour between
bonobos and chimps. Phil says nothing,
Again, as with the first section the second
remaining silent apart from eating a
ends with a scene between Leah and Phil
packet of crisps throughout the scene. In set in a field. Leah has an epiphany that
what seems an effort to test Phil’s
the group is caught in a repeated
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pattern of behaviour. Phil’s only word in
the scene ‘No’, is to deny Leah’s belief
that ‘If you can change one thing you
can change the world’.
Three
Jan and Mark begin section three
in a street. Kelly introduces a further
complication into the plot. Mark reveals
to a shocked and bemused Jan that
‘Cathy found him in the woods’.

Back in the field in the immediate
aftermath Phil tries to comfort the quietly
crying Leah with a Starburst, and by
putting his arm around her. In a reversal
of earlier scenes Leah says nothing,
eventually spitting out her Starburst and
storming off. Phil is left alone calling after
her.

Four
The final section starts with a street scene
between Jan and Mark. Mark reveals
Arriving in the field with a suitcase Leah
‘She’s gone’ referring to Leah. Jan’s final
tells Phil she is ‘running away’. She reveals question, ‘Does Phil know?’ sets up the
that Bryony is on medication, that Jo Tate final scene in the play.
has not been seen, and that the postman
is spending his life in prison. Jan and
In the concluding field scene, Phil
Mark arrive and announce ‘You really
remains silent. For the first time he is not
eating. A sign he has become withdrawn
should come with us’, they disturb Phil’s
and unhappy. Phil is now accompanied
eating of his carefully made jam waffle.
by Richard rather than Leah. He brings
Leah goes with them to the wood.
news of the other teenagers’ lives, and
The third of the three ensemble
tries to cajole Phil into coming back to
woodland scenes in the darkest scene in the group.
the play, in which Kelly shows us how far
The play ends leaving the audience with
some members of the group will go to
protect themselves. When Phil greets the an uncertain and ambivalent feeling at
strange boy Amy, who appears homeless, the end.
the audience realises the group has
been mistaken in believing him dead.
Here we see
the teenagers at their most helpless,
deeply incriminated by their actions
and complicit in the plot to frame the
postman.
Phil responds to the groups’ cries of ‘What
are we gonna do?’, by showing a ‘game’
to Bryony and Cathy where a plastic
bag is placed over Bryony’s head. The
audience realizes that Amy is teaching
them how to suffocate Amy. Phil is deaf
to Leah’s pleas as Cathy and Bryony exit
with Amy.
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Directors notes by Sean Hollands
Production Design
DNA is a production that asks a lot of
big questions to its audiences, many of
which are almost unanswerable and
very much a matter of perspective. This
is my second time in directing DNA for
the National Youth Theatre. We are in a
different space, with different aims and
a new approach to the world of the play.
This time we worked with Laura Fontana
our incredible designer, to create a set
that allowed us to delve into Dennis Kelly’s
world and question our audiences.

The most notable large change this time,
is the decision to do the production in
the round. In the woods, the group of
teenagers clearly feel a degree of safety.
At least assured that no one will walk
by, else they wouldn’t be shouting the
word “Dead” quite so much. However
the entire play is about their attempts
not to face the consequences of the
people outside of the woods. While the
community of parents, school children,
and police are never physically seen,
they are a constant pressure that pushes
The first aspect to note for this
the group to its extremes. In the round,
production, is that the cast do everything. our audience becomes that outer force.
From performing, to lighting to sound.
For our actors this is an incredibly helpful
It is a testament to their skill and ability,
device. For our audiences, it suddenly
and serves as our primary mechanic
becomes a world of perspective.
for presenting our world. It is an almost
The stage is often filled with multiple
Brechtian style of approach which allows characters and depending on your
us to scrutinise the questions of the play,
seating you will be privy to interactions
through the intricate relationships of the
that others won’t be. It creates a
characters.
wonderfully personal experience that
might just twist your sympathy towards
While many aspects for the production
certain characters in the play.
have changed, we have kept the use of
torches, handheld flood lights and other
An element of our costume design that
practical lighting. I want the world to be
is also worth noting is our use of black
alive with the story, and who better to
hoodies, which have an additional black
operate the lights, than those that have
gauze on the front of them to hide the
studied and picked apart the text.
face. This serves us practically as well
as symbolically. Practically it allows the
DNA is a story of a group of teenagers
actors to operate lighting and sound,
who will do anything to hide, and deny
while appearing almost shadow like.
their actions and their guilt. The light is a The shadow like quality of the movement
tool for exposing them to the audience.
only helps to further the idea that there
By using flood lights and torches we are
are outside forces working on this group
able to focus on the otherwise subtle
of teenagers. The hoodies also allows
intricacies of gestures and physical
us to create this break away ensemble,
movement. It allows us to heighten an
that we can use to create some of
audience’s focus to something specific
the physicality of the production. Our
while luring them away from something
opening is a movement sequence that
else. The light is active, responsive,
highlights the moments immediately
and exposes the fear and panic of the
following the fall. However our actors are
characters in the space.
in the hoodies. It allows us to create all of
the chaos that happens following
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the event, without giving away too much
about the characters. Kelly gives each of
the characters such great introductions,
I wanted to keep them, while starting the
show off with a bit of a bang!
Themes in DNA
DNA is a play of arguably many themes:
power, trust, chimps. However in directing
this production I chose to focus on
leadership. We live in a strange time
of leaders and power. In doing this
production I have discovered the power
of an individual’s actions. At one point
in the play Leah asks Phil “If you change
one thing you can change the world, do
you believe that?” to which Phil responds,
“No”. I found it baffling that the one
character who is changing everything,
thinks he isn’t doing anything. Then you
realise that Phil lives in a bubble. The
bubble of him and Leah, that’s his world,
and that doesn’t change, not until Leah
takes action. It’s a simple action, but it’s
enough to show that one person can
make a difference, if they decide to act.

instruction, and once a packs starts down
a path, it’s very difficult to be the one
person that wants to turn back. Especially
if you’re going up against someone who
will threaten you with death and has no
issue in manipulating the police and the
parents of a dead child.
At this point I also don’t want you to think
Phil is evil. I think it’s easy to think he is
the villain and be done with it. However if
you could help a group of people, would
you? You can’t change the fact that
someone is dead, so why ruin the lives of
everyone else? If you wanted to protect
your best friend by not involving them,
would you? Phil’s orders aren’t humane to
say the least, but the objective is to keep
10 people from going to prison, and in
that regard he is a complete success.

DNA is a question. What would you do?
If you had the option to protect yourself,
would you take it? At what point does
your morality make you turn the other
way? It’s a question we all face today and
will continue to face when our leaders
Phil is the leader, he becomes the leader make judgements, laws and decisions.
by proposing manipulative and gradually DNA proposes all these questions to
more violent means, but he carries none which there is no ‘right’ answer, that’s up
of the tasks out himself. Know any other
to you.
leaders like that? The members of the
group wrestle with their morality but
After you finish watching or reading this
ultimately decide to follow orders. Dennis play, think about everything you have, the
Kelly doesn’t propose this is wrong. He
potential that you hold as a person to do
proposes
things in the future. Would you risk losing
all of that, and tell someone, or would
the question: what’s more important,
you follow someone that promised you
the needs of the many or the few?
everything would be fine?
Every single person in the play has the
opportunity to not follow orders, to break
away or tell someone what happened,
but they don’t. Why? I think each
character has their own reason, be it selfpreservation, guilt or fear. However the
group operates as a pack under clear
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Costume illustrations by Designer and
NYT Backstage Member Laura Fontana
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DNA: Classroom Exercises.
Note from Director, Sean Hollands.
‘I read an interview from Dennis Kelly
about DNA, and he spoke about the
question: do the needs of the many,
outweigh the needs of the few? It’s an
age old question that the play doesn’t
give a definitive answer to, which is one
of the great things about it. So in my
interpretation of this production I wanted
to look at tackling Kelly’s question, with
my own question. Who do we choose
to follow as our leaders, and why? Who
gets to decide, who is the ‘many’ and
who is the ‘few’? Going into rehearsal, this
is the question I will look to bring to the
forefront of the production.’
Classroom/Rehearsal Exercises:
Leah’s monologues can be daunting.
Especially when the actor you are
opposite looks like they aren’t doing
very much. So a couple of exercises
might help.
Exercise 1: Leah’s monologues.
Choose questions from Leah’s
monologues and let the person playing
Phil, actually answer them. Let the
improvisation continue. Let the actor
playing Leah, experience what they are
trying so desperately trying to achieve.
It will help the actor get a sense of what
they are searching for, because they
will get so little of it in the play, and it will
come too little, too late.
There is little information about the world
these characters inhabit. We never see
any adults, nor do we see any particular
buildings. We aren’t given a specific town
or part of the country. This really allows
the people in this production to create
the world for themselves
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Exercise 2: Hot-seating.
Ask the company to interview one
another. Write down some questions,
grab something to record with and do
an actual interview about growing up
as a teenager. What is important? What
stresses are you dealing with? What’s the
best show on TV right now? Where do you
fit in the school?
This is a tight group of friends. Build these
characters and this world together,
because it is the most important thing to
all of them, and they need to know each
other.
Exercise 3: Improvisation.
A couple of improvisations to try out:
What happens to Amy at school? What
is an average day like for him, before
the incident? For Amy he needs to have
a gut feeling, something instinctual that
tells him that living in the woods, is better
than going back to school and seeing his
family.
Also try putting on some music, and
improvising Amy’s memorial. Choose a
space to set a shrine, maybe put some
props down that the group feel represent
Amy. Try doing it in silence just with
some music. While it is of course a sad
occasion, where people will be feeling
guilty, there needs to be an incredible
sense of community. The group should
feel closer than ever at this point in the
play, and will help to remind the actors
why Amy, simply can’t come back.
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Experience the thrill of
the entire West End Season
Book Now
The Ambassadors Theatre
www.theambassadorstheatre.co.uk
O2O 7395 54O5

By Evan Placey

By William Shakespeare
Adapted by Scott Graham &
Steven Hoggett for Frantic Assembly
Directed by Simon Pittman
27 Sept—6 Dec
This electrifying take on Shakespeare’s
thriller of paranoia, jealousy & murder
takes a scalpel to 21st century Britain
& will leave you breathless.
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Based on the novella by
Robert Louis Stevenson
Directed by Roy Alexander Weise
26 Sept—8 Dec
Enter the world of Victorian England,
where civilised society meets seedy Soho
for a thrilling new adaptation.
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Have you spotted talent at
your school?
We host open auditions and interviews to
meet young people age between 14-25
across the UK to join the National Youth
Theatre Company.
In 2O17 we met over 5,7OO young
people, in over 44 schools and venues
on our search for exceptional performers
and technicians.
If you would like to express an interest in
next years auditions or want to find out
more visit: www.nyt.org.uk/auditions
Bring the National Youth Theatre to
your school
For no extra cost we can deliver an
audition day which includes a three
hour workshop in your school. If you
would like to find out more about
bringing this opportunity to your students
please email info@nyt.org.uk
CPD Events for teachers
We host regular and free CPD event for
teachers and educators who would like
to know more about how we approach
theatre making with young people. Gain
an insight into how to develop a largescale production and best practice for
nurturing young talent.

Get involved now
6 Day Masterclass Courses
During academic holidays we run six day
masterclasses for young people aged
15-25 across the UK. Led by industry
professionals these courses provide a
platform for participants to develop
their talent, performance skills and
confidence.
Find out more: www.nyt.org.uk/
masterclass
Club Membership
Competition is always tough to
successfully audition for the National
Youth Theatre Company.
Club Membership offers exclusive
opportunities, discounts and advice to
those who haven’t auditioned yet, or
didn’t quite make it last time, but want to
stay involved.
Club Membership is open to anyone
auditioning aged 12–25.

Further Resources
Characters: DNA by Dennis Kelly | English
Literature – Making a Scene, BBC Teach
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=UuYIV8JJ0SA
Themes: DNA by Dennis Kelly | English
Literature – Making a Scene, BBC Teach
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=wTcahwr-hfo
Dennis Kelly: Rioters thought there were
no rules - but my characters know right
from wrong, Telegraph article
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/
theatre/theatre-features/9052744/DennisKelly-Rioters-thought-there-were-norules-but-my-characters-know-right-fromwrong.html

Find out more: http://www.nyt.org.uk/
membership/club-membership

Join our Schools Mailing List to hear
about our next event
For more information please contact
frankie.haynes@nyt.org.uk

The National Youth Theatre offers
a stellar beginning for young actors
BBC Radio 4
DNA Edu Pack v2.indd 12
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